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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_219552.htm Subject(7次)1. The doctors

________ the newly approved drug into the patient when he was

critically ill. (05/1)A) injected B) ejected C) projected D) subjected2.

When supply exceeds demand for any product, prices are _______

to fall. (02/12)A) timely B) simultaneous C) subject D) liable3. As

visiting scholars, they willingly _______ to the customs of the

country they live in. (02/12)A) submit B) conform C) subject D)

commit4. Astronauts are ____ all kinds of tests before they are

actually sent up in a spacecraft. (02/6)A) inclined to B) subjected to

C) prone to D) bound to5. Some researchers feel that certain people

have nervous systems particularly ______ to hot, dry winds. They

are what we call weather-sensitive people. (01/1)A) subjective B)

subordinate C) liable D) vulnerable 6. A complete investigation into

the causes of the accident should lead to improved standards and

should __________ new operating procedures. (98/1)A) result in B)

match with C) subject to D) proceed with7. ______ popular belief

that classical music is too complex, it achieves a simplicity that only a

genius can create. (98/1)A) Subject to B) Contrary to C) Familiar to

D) Similar toArticulate(3次)1. He is a promising young man who is

now studying at our graduate school. As his supervisor, I would like

to＿＿＿ him to your notice. (05/6)A) commend B) decree C)

presume D) articulate2. The doctors don’t____ that the patient

will live much longer.(03/12)A) monitor B) manifest C) articulate



D) anticipate3. The doctors dont _______ that he will live much

longer. (00/1)A) articulate B) anticipate C) manifest D) monitor

Conflict(3次)1. Jack is not very decisive, and he always finds himself

in a ＿＿＿as if he doesn’t know what he really wants to do.

(05/6)A) fantasy B) dilemma C) contradiction D) conflict2. We

work to make money, but its a _____ that people who work hard

and long often do not make the most money. (03/6)A)paradox

B)prejudice C)dilemma D)conflict 3. If the world is to remain

peaceful the utmost effort must be made by nations to limit local

_______ . (99/1)A) collisions B) combats C) contradictions D)

conflictsConcession(2次)1. At that time, the economy was still

undergoing a _____ and job offers were hard to get. (05/12)A)

recession B)concession C)supervision D)deviation2. It is hard to tell

whether we are going to have a boom in the economy or a

________. (01/6)A)concession B)recession C)submission

D)transmission Concise(2次)1. The new secretary has written a

remarkably ____report within a few hundred words but with all the

important details included. (03/9)A) concise B) brisk C) precise D)

elaborate2. The kitchen was small and ______ so that the disabled

could reach everything without difficulty. (99/1)A) conventional B)

compact C) compatible D) concise 100Test 下载频道开通，各类
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